Introduction
In this paper we study how locally defined numerical invariants can carry global geometric information about algebraic surfaces. The local invariants which we will study are Seshadri constants which measure the positivity of a line bundle near a point.
Definition 1 Suppose X is a smooth projective variety, x ∈ X, and A an ample line bundle on X. Then ǫ(x, A) = inf
here the infimum runs over all integral curves C ⊂ X passing through x.
This numerical definition is equivalent to a more intuitive geometric definition. In particular, ǫ(x, A) is the supremum of all non-negative rational numbers α such that the linear series |nA| separates nα-jets at x for n sufficiently large and divisible. Note that if L is a nef line bundle on X then Definition 1 still makes sense and ǫ(x, L) is defined accordingly. When L is nef but not ample, however, ǫ(x, L) can take the value zero at some or all points of X. Given the local nature of this definition, it is surprising that Seshadri constants can carry global information about a variety X. Indeed, at special points Seshadri constants rarely carry interesting global information: for example, suppose π : X → Y is the blow-up of a smooth surface at a point with exceptional divisor E. Then for any ample line bundle A on Y and any sufficiently large positive integer n, ǫ(x, π * (nA)(−E)) = 1 at all points x ∈ E. At a very general point, however, this type of behavior cannot occur as the numerical equivalence class of any cycle through a very general point moves to cover the entire variety: recall that a point x ∈ X is called very general if x belongs to the complement of a countable union of closed, proper subvarieties of X. Thus at a very general point one can hope for Seshadri constants to carry some global information.
In particular, one global property which might be captured via Seshadri constants is whether or not X admits a dominant morphism to a variety of smaller dimension. Indeed suppose π : X → Y is a surjective map of projective varieties with dim(Y ) ≥ 1 and let A be an ample line bundle on Y . If B is an ample line bundle on X and η ∈ X a general point then ǫ(η, π * (nA) + ǫB) ≪ 1 for ǫ ≪ 1 as one can see by intersecting with a curve C contained in the fibre π −1 (π(η)). Note that the line bundles π * (nA) + ǫB form an unbounded family as n grows. We will show that the converse is also true in case X is a surface: namely, if there exists an unbounded family of ample line bundles whose Seshadri constant at a very general point is bounded, then X admits a dominant morphism to a curve.
In order to state our result formally, we require a few definitions. We let
where η ∈ X is a very general point and NE(X) denotes divisor classes modulo numerical equivalence. For an ample Q-divisor A we let
To see that the invariant m(A) is well-defined, choose a very ample divisor B and let
is proper. It then follows that
establishing that the supremum exists in the definition of m(A).
Theorem 2 Let X be a smooth projective surface and define
Then m(X) > 2 if and only if X admits a surjective morphism φ : X → C to a curve C.
Note in particular that Theorem 2 implies that m(X) > 2 if and only if m(X) = ∞. Indeed, whenever X fibres over a variety Y it is easy, as above, to produce a family of line bundles {A i } with bounded Seshadri constant at a very general point but where m(A i ) → ∞ as i → ∞. One interesting corollary of Theorem 2 is the following:
Corollary 3 Suppose A is an ample line bundle on a surface X satisfying
Then there exists a non-trivial fibration π : X → C such that the general fibre F η is Seshadriexceptional for A.
Note that an inequality like that of Corollary 3 holds for any ample line bundle on a smooth surface, namely
With somewhat more delicate analysis one can also establish the following generalization of a result proven for abelian varieties in [N] :
Theorem 4 Suppose A is an ample line bundle on X satisfying A 2 > 1 and ǫ(η, A) = 1. Then there exists a non-trivial fibration π : X → C such that the general fibre F η is smooth and Seshadri-exceptional for A.
The methods we use to prove Theorems 2 and 4 are very close to those of [EL] , namely we exploit the fact that any curve C ⊂ X passing through a very general point moves in a non-trivial family. Theorem 4 also used the Kodaira-Spencer construction of [EL] .
Note that by work of Oguiso [0] , Seshadri constants can not increase under specialization and thus if η is a very general point then ǫ(η, A) is the maximal value achieved by the Seshadri constants ǫ(x, A) as x varies over all points of X. Hwang and Keum [HK] study this maximal value, which they denote by µ(A), and, following the methodology of [EKL] , prove that when µ(A) is too small relative to the volume of A then X admits a fibration like that produced in Corollary 3, Theorem 4, and Corollary 6. The work of Hwang and Keum is very closely related to the present paper, analysing the higher dimensional case and providing several interesting examples.
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Main Results
Proof of Theorem 2 One direction of Theorem 2 is trivial. Namely, suppose that there exists a surjective map φ : X → C to some curve C. Let η ∈ X be a very general point and let P = φ(η). We denote by F P the fibre of X over P . Then F P is nef and ǫ(η, F P ) = 0. Thus, if A is any ample line bundle on X we have, for α sufficiently small
and this is clearly a family S of divisors for which m(S) is unbounded.
For the other direction of Theorem 2, we require the notion of a Seshadri exceptional subvariety Definition 5 Suppose A is an ample line bundle on a variety X and x ∈ X. An irreducible subvariety V containing x is called Seshadri exceptional at x relative to A if
A result of Campana and Peternell [CP] asserts that there always exists a Seshadri exceptional subvariety. In particular, on a surface X, if ǫ(η, A) < √ A 2 then X itself can not be Seshadri exceptional and thus there must exist a Seshadri exceptional curve.
Suppose m(X) > 2. Then by definition we can find an ample divisor A ∈ S(X) and an α > 0 with
Since ǫ(η, A) ≤ 1 it follows that X is not Seshadri exceptional for A and thus there is a Seshadri exceptional curve C satisfying
We begin by showing C is smooth at η and
To prove 2.5, note first that C 2 /mult η (C) ≥ m − 1 by 2.3 and for any curve
Thus we have established 2.5. Note that since C 2 > 0 and C is irreducible, it follows that C is big and nef. Consequently, there exists an effective divisor D so that C − δD is ample for any δ > 0. Since η is general, we can assume that η is not contained in D. By 2.5, given ǫ > 0 for all δ sufficiently small
is ample. Thus for k sufficiently large and divisible the linear series k(C − δD) ⊗ I
has an isolated base point at η and its general member is irreducible: here I η ⊂ O X is the ideal sheaf of the point η. Hence for any ǫ > 0 there exists a non-trivial family {D t } of Q-divisors, irreducible in a neighborhood of η, numerically equivalent to C with
By 2.1, there is a Q-divisor F , numerically equivalent to A, with mult η (F ) > 2 + α. Choose a divisor D t in the family above which meets F properly, except possibly along D.
On the other hand, using 2.6 we have
For δ and ǫ sufficiently small, this is a contradiction unless m = 1. We conclude that the first part of 2.4 holds, namely that C is smooth at η.
To prove the second part of 2.4, note first that C 2 ≥ 0 since C passes through a very general point of X. Moreover, since C is irredubible C must be nef so that ǫ(η, C) is welldefined. irreducible We assume that C 2 ≥ 1 and derive a contradiction. Since C is irreducible we have
Since C is smooth at η we also have
Thus ǫ(η, C) ≥ 1. In particular, for ǫ > 0 we see as in 2.6 above that there is a nontrivial family of divisors {D t }, numerically equivalent to C and locally irreducible at η, with mult η (D t ) > 1 − ǫ. Suppose as above that F is a Q-divisor numerically equivalent to A with mult η (F ) > 2 + α. Arguing exactly as above we see that F cannot intersect D t properly, a contradiction since the family of divisors D t has no base points other than η. Thus we have established the second half of 2.4, namely that C 2 = 0, and we now have a curve which is a candidate for giving a fibration of X.
Since the curve C passes through a very general point η ∈ X we can apply [Ko] Proposition 2.5 to obtain a non-trivial family of curves in X, parametrized by a variety S, which are numerically equivalent to C. More precisely, there is a scheme U with a flat map π : U → S to a reduced scheme S of finite type and a map f : U → X such that f : π −1 (s) → X is birational for all s ∈ S and C = f (π −1 (t)) for some t ∈ S. We replace S with a suitable smooth affine curve T and U with π −1 (T ) so that the new family is also non-trivial. Consider the graph Σ ⊂ U × T of π and let Σ ′ ⊂ X × T be the image of Σ via the morphism f × id. Let π 2 : Σ ′ → T denote the projection to the second factor. Shrinking T if necessary, we can assume that π −1 2 (t) is a curve for all t ∈ T . Then for x ∈ T the divisors C x = π * 2 (x) are algebraically equivalent and satisfy C 2 x = 0 since each curve C x is numerically equivalent to C.
Choose a general point x ∈ T and consider the map
given by φ(y) = O X (C y −C x ) where C x and C y are the curves corresponding to x, y ∈ T . The map φ naturally induces a map φ n : T n → Pic 0 (X) where T n is the n th Cartesian product of T and for n sufficiently large φ n is not injective. This means that for some m ≤ n there are points
Consider the linear system
This system contains the two effective divisors,
By hypothesis, these two divisors are disjoint and thus the linear series | m i=1 C P i | is base point free. In particular, using the pencil of divisors spanned by
On the other hand, the map is surjective because the corresponding linear series has projective dimension one. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Note that we have the following immediate corollary to Theorem 2:
Corollary 6 Suppose X is a smooth projective surface admitting no non-trivial fibration over a curve. Then
for all ample line bundles A.
Proof of Corollary 6
Suppose that √ A 2 > 2 · ǫ(η, A). Then it follows that there is a Q-divisor D numerically equivalent to A such that mult η (D) > 2ǫ(η, A). Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that if C is Seshadri exceptional for A at η then C 2 = 0 and one obtains a fibration of X over a curve. Corollary 6 can also be restated as follows: if A is ample on X and √ A 2 > 2ǫ(η, A) then X fibres over a curve with general fibre Seshadri exceptional for A. This is slightly weaker than Corollary 3 which we prove now.
Proof of Corollary 3
According to the proof of Theorem 2, it suffices to produce a Qdivisor D numerically equivalent to A with mult η (D) > 2ǫ(η, A). However, using [EKL] Proposition 2.3 we see that for any n > 0 a divisor D ∈ |nA| with mult η (D) > n(ǫ(η, A) + α) has multiplicity at least nα along C η . Note that it is critical for this result that the point η be very general. In particular, the cost of imposing order of vanishing n(ǫ(η, A) + α) at η is asymptotically at most ǫ(η, A)
the maximum cost coming of course when C η is smooth. Here ǫ(η,A) 2 2 n 2 represents the asymptotic cost of imposing multiplicity nǫ(η, A) at η and αǫ(η, A)n 2 is the maximal cost of raising the multiplicity by an additional nα. Thus one can always obtain a Q-divisor numerically equivalent to A with multiplicity at η arbitrarily close to
In particular, the hypothesis of Corollary 3 is satisfied as soon as
Proof of Theorem 4
We begin with some concrete examples of Corollary 3. Suppose A 2 ≥ 4 and ǫ(η, A) = 1. Then by Corollary 3 the Seshadri exceptional curve of A at η must give a fibration of X over a curve. If A 2 = 3 and ǫ(η, A) = 1 the argument for the case where A 2 ≥ 4 fails if C η is smooth. In order to eliminate the possibility that C η is smooth we consider C We now consider the special case where A 2 = 2. If C η is a Seshadri exceptional curve at η, then one readily establishes that there are only three possibilities. First C η is smooth with C 2 η = 0 in which case C η gives a fibration of X over a curve. Second, one could have C 2 η ≥ 1 and C η smooth at η. This would imply that A · C η = 1 which contradicts the Hodge index theorem:
Finally, one could have C 2 η = 2 and mult η (C) = 2: all other possibilities are eliminated as above using the Hodge index formula and 2.3. This last case is of course possible provided one allows C η to be reducible, namely one can take X = C 1 × C 2 , the product of two curves and A = F 1 + F 2 , the sum of the two fibres through η. In this case, both F 1 and F 2 are Seshadri exceptional and the divisor A satisfies A 2 = 2 and mult η (A) = 2. We would now like to establish that this is essentially the only such possibility. In particular, we will show that C η is reducible and thus both components of C η are smooth and give fibrations.
We will assume that C η is irreducible for very general η ∈ X and derive a contradiction. We first claim that for a very general point η we have the numerical equivalence
Note that A · C η = 2 since mult η (C η ) = 2 and C η is Seshadri exceptional for A at η. Thus
One checks that (A − C η ) 2 = 0 and thus the Hodge index theorem implies that A and C are numerically equivalent, establishing 4.1.
Next we claim that the curve C η with mult η (C η ) = 2 and A · C η = 2 is unique. Suppose that there were two such curves C 1 and C 2 . From the previous paragraph, we have that C 1 ≡ C 2 ≡ A. Thus C 1 · C 2 = 2 but since both C 1 and C 2 are singular at η this is only possible if C 1 = C 2 . Choose a positive number m so that mA is very ample and consider the corresponding Chow variety V parametrizing curves C ⊂ X of degree 2m relative to A. Note that any curve C with mA · C = 2m which is singular must either be one of the Seshadri exceptional curves C η or must have its singular point in a closed proper subvariety of X. Thus we can find a closed subvariety W ⊂ V parametrizing curves whose general member is one of the curves C η . Let S ⊂ W be an open subset parametrizing a family of the curves {C η }. We obtain an embedding S ֒→ X since the curve C η singular at η is unique. Consider the universal curve D ⊂ X × S defined by the property that D ∩ X × η = C η × η for all η ∈ S. We let F denote a local equation defining D. Note that the divisor D is singular along the diagonal ∆ by Bertini's theorem applied to the map π 2 : D → S. Suppose x 1 , x 2 are local coordinates on X and t 1 , t 2 the corresponding coordinates on S. We claim that for all general η ∈ S there is a differential operator ∂/∂t, on the S factor, satisfying
where (∂/∂t)F |C η locally represents the Kodaira-Spencer class along a one parameter family with tangent direction t at η. Let x ∈ C η be a general point and choose ∂/∂t so that
this is possible since we have a two parameter family of partial derivitives in the coordinates on S. The Kodaira-Spencer construction in [EL] Corollary 1.2 would then produce a section of H 0 (C, N) , where N denotes the normal bundle of C in X, vanishing at η and at x. Since mult η (C η ) = 2 this would imply that C 2 ≥ 3 unless ∂ ∂t F |C η = 0, establishing 4.2. If A denotes an arc in S through η with tangent direction t then the family of curves π −1 2 (A) has a moving singular point and so as in [EL] §2 this implies that the corresponding Kodaira-Spencer class is non-trivial, a contradiction. We conclude that the curves C η must be reducible. The irreducible components of C η give the fibration in question, establishing Theorem 4.
The question naturally arises whether or not the fibration in Theorem 2 can be detected in a more intrinsic fashion by studying the effective cone more closely. In particular, one can hope to detect such a fibration numerically as the fibre F is a nef class satisfying c 1 (F ) 2 = 0 and, moreover, curves in the equivalence class of F should be Seshadri exceptional for the appropriate choice of an ample line bundle. We see, however, in the following example, that numerical criteria alone are not sufficient to identify a fibration.
Example 7 Suppose E is an elliptic curve and consider X = E × E. Let F 1 , F 2 be fibres of the first and second projections respectively and let ∆ be the diagonal. Consider the divisor
Then one checks that D 2 = 0 and D · A > 0 for A = F 1 + F 2 . Thus D is a nef divisor on the boundary of the effective cone. On the other hand the ray corresponding to D in the effective cone of X can contain no points corresponding to integral divisor classes on X: to see this, note that
A more natural example than Example 7 was given by Mumford (see [H] ). In particular, Mumford constructs a surface X and a divisor D wth D · C > 0 for all irreducible curves C ⊂ X but where no multiple of D is effective. In particular D is nef and satisfies c 1 (D) 2 = 0 but D is not associated to a fibration of X.
We also have the following phenomenon where a sequence of fibrations, suitably normalized, can actually converge to a distinct fibration:
Example 8 Suppose again X = E × E for an elliptic curve E and for a postive integer m consider the morphism φ m : E × E → E, φ m (x, y) = mx − y.
Let P ∈ E be a point and let F m = φ Thus a real nef class ξ with ξ 2 = 0 does not necessarily carry specific geometric information about morphisms from X to a curve. One still has, however, the following interesting question Question 9 Suppose X is a smooth projective surface and suppose that there exists a nonzero nef real class ξ with ξ 2 = 0. Does X necessarily admit a surjective morphism φ : X → C to a curve C?
Question 9 naturally leads to the following Question 10 Suppose X is a smooth projective surface and A an ample line bundle on X with A 2 = 1. If η ∈ X and π : Y → X the blow-up of X at η then does Y admit a nontrivial fibration over a curve C whose general fibre is numerically equivalent to a Seshadri exceptional curve of A?
In particular, with the hypotheses of Question 10, by [EL] we know that ǫ(η, A) ≥ 1 and hence ǫ(η, A) = 1. Thus the line bundle L = π * (A(−E)) is nef with L 2 = 0. On the other hand, L is clearly not numerically equivalent to zero so Question 9 would provide the desired fibration.
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